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introduction
As matter experts in smart workplaces, we have seen that integrating smart technologies is
imperative to creating a future ready workspace that enhances the employee experience.
Many companies are adapting to an agile or allowing a hybrid working model, meaning a greater
number of people are now working remotely and from home, visiting the office maybe just 2/3
days a week. As a result of this workplace shift, anything in the workplace needs to be multi-use
and multi-functional, yet safe and sanitary, to ensure businesses are getting a return on investment
from workplace facilities that may not be used as frequently.
The benefits that smart technology can offer any company are limitless, and is revolutionising the
way companies manage their organisations. Our Simplicity smart locker solution plays a
fundamental role in shaping a smart working environment that supports agile and hybrid working
and gives business the flexibility and visibility needed in our post pandemic working world.
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about us
matter experts in smart workspaces
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about us

creating smart workspaces globally

Your Workspace are the UK’s no.1 smart storage providers and have over 1.2
million users of our flagship product Simplicity worldwide. As market leaders,
we have helped businesses around the globe transition to an agile way of
working through our innovative furniture designs and smart workplace
solutions with the integration of our smart technologies.
Working across a multitude of industries and with decades of experience,
Your Workspace are matter experts in helping to shape the future of the
smart workplace.
We believe it’s not just about the end goal, it’s also about the journey.
We collaborate and communicate with our clients, and key workplace
stakeholders at every stage of the project to ensure we deliver a seamless
Your Workspace experience. From the start of the project, right the way
through to the finish, and beyond - our team of experts will be there every
step of the way.
Simplicity offices

UK - Maldon, London and Norfolk
India - Pune and Mumbai
Malaysia - Kuala Lumper

Simplicity projects
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agile working
creating a better normal
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transforming the workplace through agile working
Agile working involves the conscious break down of traditional limitations in the
workplace. Dedicated desks and rigid office designs are replaced with innovative
and adaptable approaches to workspaces and working practises. Agile working
calls for more freedom around how, when and where we work. This modern
working style incorporates collaboration with smart technology.

70

the smart agile office
fewer lockers

pods

dynamic locker providing
optimum utilisation and
usage data to the FM team.
Staff can pre book a locker if
needed.

meeting pods also being
monitored by sensors to
allow pre-booking and space
utilisation.

fewer desks

collaboration space

reduction in desk occupation
monitored by sensors to
ensure availability for all
staff. Staff are able to book
in advance.

agile office allows more
space that can be used for
collaboration that can also
monitor usage.

%

of companies are predicted to
transition to an agile way of working by
2021, as a result of COVID-19,*
according to Growth Business
Magazine
meeting rooms
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meeting spaces can be
booked to ensure efficient
use of space and services
required. Data can then be
used by the FM team.
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What are the benefits of agile working?
It has never been easier for businesses to adopt an agile work
culture and can benefit both your company and employees.
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modular storage

improve staff well-being

a flexible and re-configurable system that
can adapt to changing business needs

enhance the employee experience

cost saving

increase productivity

adapting workspaces to make your
building more efficient

agile working has been proven to
improve output

layout and design

return on investment

increased flexible and collaborative
work areas

storage facilities that are multi-use and
multi-functional
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simplicity
the smart revolution
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When traditional lockers
meet the latest technology,
reporting capabilities, and
bespoke designs that are
modular and versatile, a
Simplicity smart locker is
born.

What is a
Simplicity
smart locker?

Our smart lockers provide
businesses with a practical
storage solution, the
integrated software (which
is what makes our lockers
smart) also offer a whole
host of benefits to users
and management teams
alike.
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1200
1.2
500,000

+
countries
+
projects

+
million users

+
locker installs
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smart insights
Big on data, Simplicity smart lockers can help you transform your
business through our integrated technology.

utilisation

data

reports

time

see how often your lockers
are being used, to what
capacity and in what location
to ensure your smart lockers
are being used efficiently

analyse your building,
workspaces, and employee
footfall with the integrated
reporting function to help
make improvements to your
corporate real-estate and
workplace design

generate reports to support
your facilities management
strategy

with no geographical
boundaries and no more
keys, smart lockers can be
managed across a
multitude of locations and
floors from one central
location
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safer with simplicity
Following the pandemic, and as people start to make their way back to the office, businesses are
continuing to adapt to a hybrid working model, meaning more employees are working remotely and from
home, visiting the office maybe just two to three days a week. Lockers are becoming multi-use and
multi-functional and are often being used just one day at a time. Therefore, the need for a safe and
sanitary solution to ensure staff, visitors and clients are kept safe whilst using communal storage facilities is
still very much present.
Our ‘Safer with Simplicity’ features and functions that were developed as a result of COVID-19 can help:

contactless lockers

remote management

social distancing

`track and trace’

cleaning

finishes

access your lockers using an
employee/building card or
via the free smart phone app

assign, open and release
lockers remotely from a
single management hub

allocate lockers 2 metres
apart and proprtionally
throughout the building

record the time, date, locker
number, locker location and
locker user to comply with
new government guidelines

block lockers for cleaning
and notify your
house-keeping team with an
automatic email when
lockers have been used

we can construct your
lockers using materials with
antibacterial properties
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pick-up lockers
Parcels, letters, laptops, or mobile phones; our collection lockers will
provide you with a safe, reliable, and trackable smart solution that will
automate your internal mail and company asset management system.

How our Pick-up lockers work:

Pick-Up lockers use the
MYPUP software .

When an item is delivered it will be
placed in an automated locker at the
pick-up point.

Once the locker has been
closed, the recipient of the
item will then receive a
message either by SMS or
email to say their item is ready
to be collected, along with
a unique code to provide
access.

The software can also send delivery
reminders, to make sure the item
is collected.
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simply green
Your Workspace are dedicated to minimising the impact our business has on the planet and
are passionate about making a real difference in the fight to combat climate change.
Our current range of products are already manufactured using sustainably sourced and
environmentally friendly materials. Simplicity also operates at a lower locker to user ratio,
which means less materials are needed during the manufacturing process. Always striving to
do better, Your Workspace wanted to go one step further.
We are now offering our clients the option to use an even more eco-conscious alternative to
our sustainably sourced MFC, materials that have an even lower impact on the planet. This
new range includes materials such as recycled fibreglass, eco-boards made from straw and
hay, and virgin timber that uses potato starch as an alternative to traditional adhesives.
Get in touch with our team to find out more about ‘Simply Green’, and help us save the
planet one product at a time.
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get in touch
request a consultation

head office

showroom

Mill Lane, Fullbridge

Ground Floor

Maldon, Essex
CM9 4NX
United Kingdom

contact

+44 (0)1621 855 053

11-12 Great Sutton Street
Clerkenwell
EC1V 0BX
United Kingdom

info@yourworkspace.com
www.yourworkspace.com
www.simplicitylockers.co.uk
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Brochure correct at time of publication.
Pleasewww.simplicitylockers.co.uk
see Terms & Conditions: www.yourworkspace.com/terms-conditions
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